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Abstract
A rateless code encodes a finite length information word into an infinitely long codeword
such that longer prefixes of the codeword can tolerate a larger fraction of errors. A rateless
code achieves capacity for a family of channels if, for every channel in the family, reliable
communication is obtained by a prefix of the code whose rate is arbitrarily close to the channel’s
capacity. As a result, a universal encoder can communicate over all channels in the family while
simultaneously achieving optimal communication overhead.
In this paper, we construct the first deterministic rateless code for the binary symmetric
channel. Our code can be encoded and decoded in O(β) time per bit and in almost logarithmic
parallel time of O(β logn), where β is any (arbitrarily slow) super-constant function. Further-
more, the error probability of our code is almost exponentially small exp(−Ω(n/β)). Previous
rateless codes are probabilistic (i.e., based on code ensembles), require polynomial time per bit
for decoding, and have inferior asymptotic error probabilities.
Our main technical contribution is a constructive proof for the existence of an infinite gen-
erating matrix that each of its prefixes induce a weight distribution that approximates the
expected weight distribution of a random linear code.
∗School of Electrical Engineering, Tel-Aviv University, {bennyap,lirondav,guy}@post.tau.ac.il.
1 Introduction
Consider a single transmitter T who wishes to broadcast an information word m ∈ {0, 1}k to
multiple receivers B1, . . . , Bt over a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) with crossover probability
p. By Shannon’s theorem, using error correcting codes it is possible to solve this problem with
asymptotically optimal communication of k · 1C(p)−δ bits where C(p) is the capacity of the channel
and δ > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant. Furthermore, there are explicit capacity-achieving codes
in which decoding and encoding can be performed efficiently in polynomial or even linear time,
e.g. [BZ00, BZ02, BZ04].
The task of noisy broadcast becomes more challenging when each receiver Bi experiences a
different level of noise pi (e.g., due to a different distance from the transmitter). Naively, one would
use a code which is tailored to the noisiest channel with parameter pmax. However, this will add an
unnecessary communication overhead for receivers with lower noise level. To make things worse,
the transmitter may be unaware of the noise parameters, and, in some cases, may not even have
a non-trivial upper-bound on the noise level. Under these circumstances, the naive solution is not
only wasteful but simply not applicable.
This problem (also studied in [BLMR98, SF00]) can be solved by a rateless code. Such a code
allows the transmitter to map the information word m ∈ {0, 1}k into an infinitely long sequence
of bits {ci}i∈N such that the longer the prefix of the codeword, the higher level of noise can be
corrected. Ideally, we would like to simultaneously achieve the optimal rate with respect to all the
noise parameters pi. That is, for every value of pi, a prefix of length k · 1C(pi)−δ should guarantee
reliable communication.
Rateless codes were extensively studied under various names [Man74, LCM84, Cha85, Hag88,
BLMR98, SF00, RM00, CT01, HKM04, SCV04, JS05, Raj07, RLA08]. Information-theoretically,
the problem of rateless transmission is well understood [Shu03], and, for many noise models,
random codes provide an excellent (inefficient) solution. The task of constructing efficient rate-
less codes, which provide polynomial-time encoding and decoding, is much more challenging.
Currently, only a few examples of efficient capacity-achieving rateless codes are known for sev-
eral important cases such as erasure channels, Gaussian channels, and binary symmetric chan-
nels [Lub02, Sho06, ETW12, PIF+12]. Interestingly, all known constructions are probabilistic.
Namely, the encoding algorithm employs some public randomness, which is shared by the trans-
mitter and all the receivers. (Equivalently, these constructions can be viewed as ensembles of
rateless codes.) This raises the natural question of whether randomness is inherently needed for
rateless codes.1
1.1 Our Results
In this paper, we answer the question to the affirmative by constructing deterministic efficient
rateless codes which achieve the capacity over the binary symmetric channel. Letting C(p) denote
the capacity of the BSC with crossover probability p, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Main theorem). Fix some super-constant function β(k) = ω(1). There exists a
deterministic rateless encoding algorithm Enc and a deterministic rateless decoding algorithm Dec
with the following properties:
1As we will see in Section 1.2, the question is non-trivial even for computationally unbounded encoders as a rateless
code is an infinite object.
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• (Capacity achieving) For every information word m ∈ {0, 1}k, noise parameter p ∈ (0, 12),
and prefix length n = k · 1C(p)−δ where 0 < δ < C(p) is an arbitrary constant, we have that
Pr
noise
R←BSC(p)
[Dec(Enc(m, [1 : n]) + noise) 6= m] ≤ 2−Ω(k/β),
where Enc(m, [1 : n]) denotes the n-bit prefix of the codeword Enc(m), and the constants in
the big Omega notation depend on δ and p.
• (Efficiency) The n-long prefix of Enc can be computed in time n·β, and decoding is performed
in time n ·β. Both algorithms can be implemented in parallel by circuits of depth O(β+log n).
Letting β be a slowly increasing function, (e.g, log∗(k)) we obtain an “almost” exponential error
and “almost” linear time encoding and decoding.
One may also consider a weaker form of capacity achieving rateless codes in which the encoding
is allowed to depend on the gap to capacity δ. (This effectively puts an a-priory upper-bound on
the noise probability which makes things easier.) In this setting we can obtain an asymptotically
optimal construction with linear time encoding and decoding and exponentially small error.
Theorem 1.2. For every δ > 0, there exists a deterministic encoding algorithm Encδ and a deter-
ministic decoding algorithm Decδ with the following properties:
• (Weak capacity achieving) For every information word m ∈ {0, 1}k, noise parameter
p ∈ (0, 12 ) such that C(p) > δ, and prefix length n = k · 1C(p)−δ we have that
Pr
noise
R←BSC(p)
[Decδ(Encδ(m, [1 : n]) + noise) 6= m] ≤ 2−Ω(k).
• (Efficiency) The n-long prefix of the code can be encoded and decoded in linear time O(n)
and in parallel by circuits of logarithmic depth O(log(n)).
(The constants in the asymptotic notations depend on δ.)
Comparison to Spinal codes. Prior to our work, Spinal codes [PBS11, PIF+12, BIPS12] were
the only known efficient (randomized) rateless codes for the BSC. Apart from being deterministic,
our construction has several important theoretical advantages over spinal codes. The upper bound
on the decoding error of spinal codes is only inverse polynomial in k, and these codes only weakly
achieve the capacity (i.e., the encoding depends on the gap δ to capacity). Moreover, the decoding
complexity is polynomial (as opposed to linear or quasilinear in our codes), and both encoding
and decoding are highly sequential as they require Ω(k) sequential steps. It should be mentioned
however that, while Spinal codes were reported to be highly practical, we currently do not know
whether our codes perform well in practice.
1.2 Overview of our construction
Our starting point is a simple (yet inefficient and randomized) construction based on a random
linear code. Assume that both the encoder and decoder have an access to an infinite sequence of
random k-bit row vectors {Ri}i∈N. To encode the message m ∈ {0, 1}k , viewed as a k-bit column
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vector, the encoder sends the sequence {Ri ·m}i∈N of inner products over the binary field. To
decode a noisy n-bit prefix of the codeword, we will employ the maximum-likelihood decoder (ML)
for the code generated by the n × k matrix R = (R1, . . . , Rn). A classical result in coding theory
asserts that such a code achieves the capacity of the BSC. Namely, as long as the gap from capacity
δ = C(p)− k/n is positive, the decoding error probability
Pr
noise
R←BSC(p),RR←{0,1}n×k
[MLR(R ·m+ noise) 6= m] (1)
decreases exponentially fast as a function of k.
This construction has two important drawbacks: It is probabilistic and it does not support
efficient decoding. For now, let us ignore computational limitations, and attempt to de-randomize
the construction.
1.2.1 Derandomization
We would like to deterministically generate an infinite number of rows {Ri}i∈N such that every
n-row prefix matrix R[1 : n] = (R1, . . . , Rn) has a low ML-decoding error of, say 0.01, for every p
for which C(p)− k/n is larger than, say, 0.01.2
Although we know that, for every n, almost all n × k matrices satisfy this condition, it is not
a-priory clear that every such low-error matrix can be extended to a larger matrix while preserving
low error.
To solve this problem, we identify a property of good matrices which, on one hand, guarantees
low decoding error, and, on the other hand, is extendible in the sense that every good matrix can
be augmented by some row while preserving its goodness. We will base our notion of goodness on
the weight distribution of the matrix R.
Let Wi,n denote the set of information words which are mapped by the matrix R[1 : n] to
codewords of Hamming weight i, and let wi,n denote the size of this set. The sets (W1,n, . . . ,Wn,n)
form a partition of {0, 1}k, and the vector (wi,n)i=1,...,n is called the weight distribution of the code.
When a row Rn+1 is added, the weight of all information words which are orthogonal to Rn+1
remains the same, while the weight of non-orthogonal words grows by 1. Thus Rn+1 splits Wi,n to
two parts: the orthogonal vectors which “remain” in Wi,n+1, and the non-orthogonal vectors which
are “elevated” to Wi+1,n+1. A random row Rn+1 is therefore expected to split Wi,n into two equal
parts.
If in each step we could choose such an “ideal” row which simultaneously halves all Wi,n’s, we
would get an “ideal” weight distribution in which w∗i (n, k) =
(n
i
) · 2k−n, as expected in a random
linear code. Such an ideal weight distribution guarantees a low ML decoding error over BSC(p)
when C(p) < k/n (cf. [Pol94, SF99, BFJ02]).
While we do not know how to choose such an ideal row (in fact it is not clear that such a row
exists), a probabilistic argument shows that we can always find a row Rn+1 which approximately
splits every sufficiently large Wi,n simultaneously. Furthermore, by keeping track of the small sets
and choosing Rn+1 which elevates a constant fraction of the lightest vectors, we make sure that the
distance of the code is not too small, e.g., Wi,n is empty for all i < Ω((n − k)/ log n). Using these
properties we show that the resulting code has low ML decoding error. (See Section 3.)
2We use small constants to simplify the presentation, the discussion remains valid when the constants are replaced
with a function that decreases with k.
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1.2.2 Making the code efficient
The above approach gives rise to a deterministic rateless code which achieves the capacity of the
BSC with a sub-exponential error of ε = 2−Ω(β/ log β) where β is the length of the information word.
However, the time complexity of encoding/decoding the n-bit prefix of a codeword is n · 2O(β). We
solve this problem by noting that Forney’s concatenation technique [For66] naturally extends to
the rateless setting. We sketch the construction below. (Full details appear in Section 4.)
The construction uses the inefficient rateless code as an “inner code” Cin : {0, 1}β → {0, 1}∗,
and, in addition, employs a standard efficient outer code Cout : B
kout → Bnout where B , {0, 1}β
and kout , k/β.
To encode a message m ∈ {0, 1}k , we parse it as M ∈ Bkout , apply the outer code to obtain
a codeword C , (C1, . . . , Cnout) and then apply the inner code to each of the symbols of C in
parallel. Namely, each symbol Ci is encoded by the code Cin to an infinitely-long column vector.
The nin · nout prefix of the concatenated encoding is obtained by collecting the binary vectors
(X1, . . . ,Xnout) where Xi denotes the prefix of length nin of the inner codeword that corresponds
to Ci.
Decoding proceeds in the natural way. Let Y = (Y1, . . . , Ynout) denote the noisy nin · nout prefix
of the encoding of the message m. First, maximum likelihood decoding is employed to decode each
of the inner codewords Yi into Xˆi. Next, the decoder of the outer code recovers an information
word M from the noisy codeword (Xˆ1, . . . , Xˆnout).
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we need a somewhat non-standard setting of the parameters.
To avoid having to fix the gap to the channel’s capacity ahead of time, we use an outer code whose
rate tends to 1 (i.e., nout = kout(1 + o(1))). Set β = ω(1). For concreteness, take an outer code
Cout : B
kout → Bnout with nout = kout + kout/poly(β), and assume that the code can be decoded
from a fraction of ε′ = Ω(1/poly(β)) errors in time nout · poly(β) and can be encoded with similar
complexity.3 A standard application of Chernoff’s bound shows that the decoding error of p-noisy
codeword of length n ≥ k· 1C(p)−δ , is 2−Ω(nout(ε
′−ε)2), which, under our choice of parameters, simplifies
to 2−Ω(k/poly(β)). For a slowly increasing β = ω(1), we derive an almost-exponential error, and an
almost linear encoding/decoding time complexity of nout · β + n · 2O(β).
Theorem 1.2 is obtained by using a (large) constant β which depends on the gap to capacity δ.
As a result the rate of the outer code is bounded away from 1, but the error becomes exponentially
small and both encoding and decoding can be performed in linear time.
1.3 Discussion
One of the main conceptual contributions of this work is a formalization of rateless codes from an
algorithmic point of view (see Section 2). This formulation raises a more general research problem:
Is it possible to gradually generate an infinite combinatorial object O = {Oi}∞i=1 via a
deterministic algorithm?
Note that the question may be interesting even for inefficient algorithms as it may be infeasible, in
general, to decide whether a finite sequence O1, . . . ,On is a prefix of some good infinite sequence
3Such a code can be obtained based on expander graphs, e.g., [Spi96a, Spi96b, GI05]. In fact, we will employ
the code of [GI05] which achieves a smaller alphabet of absolute size β. This is not a real issue as we can increase
the alphabet to 2β by parsing β/ log β symbols as a single symbol without affecting the properties of the code. See
Section 4.
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O. (This is very different than the standard finite setting, where inefficient derandomization is
trivially achievable by exhaustive search.) It will be interesting to further explore other instances
of this question (e.g., for some families of graphs).
The formulation of a deterministic construction of a rateless code can be formulated as follows.
Refer to a generating matrix as “pseudo-random-weight” if the weight distribution of the code it
generates is “close” to the expected weight distribution of random linear codes. Our main technical
contribution is a deterministic construction of an infinite generating matrix, every finite prefix of
which is “pseudo-random-weight”.
An interesting open problem is to obtain stronger approximations for the “ideal” weight distri-
bution. Specifically, it should be possible to improve the code’s distance from sub-linear (Ω((n −
k)/ log n)) to linear (Ω((n− k))) in the redundancy. More ambitiously, is it possible to construct a
rateless code which, for every restriction to n consecutive bits, achieves the capacity of the BSC?
Getting back to our motivating story of noisy multicast, such a rateless code would allow the
receivers to dynamically join the multicast.
2 Rateless Codes
In this section we formalize the notion of rateless codes. We begin with some standard notation.
Notation. The Hamming distance between two binary vectors x, x′ of equal length is denoted
by dist(x, x′). Let µ denote a probability distribution and X denote a random variable. We denote
that X is distributed according to µ by x
R← µ. Let BSC(p) denote the binary symmetric channel
with crossover probability p ∈ (0, 12). We abuse notation and write noise
R← BSC(p) to denote
that noise is a binary vector whose coordinates are random independent Bernoulli trials chosen
to be 1 with probability p and a 0 with probability 1 − p. (The vector’s length will be clear
from the context.) Recall that the capacity of the binary symmetric channel is 1 − H(p) where
H(p) , −p log p− (1− p) log p is the entropy function. (By default, the base of all logarithms is 2.)
We begin with a syntactic definition of a rateless code.
Definition 2.1 (rateless code). A rateless code is a pair of algorithms (Enc,Dec).
1. The encoder Enc : {0, 1}∗ × N → {0, 1} takes an information word m ∈ {0, 1}∗ and an index
i ∈ N, and outputs the i-th bit of the encoding of m. (Equivalently, the encoding of m is an
infinite sequence of bits (Enc(m, i))i∈N.)
2. The decoder Dec : {0, 1}∗ × N→ {0, 1}∗ maps a noisy codeword y ∈ {0, 1}∗ and an integer k
(which corresponds to the length of the information word) to an information word m′ ∈ {0, 1}k.
Note that in our definition, both the encoder and the decoder are assumed to be deterministic.
One can relax the definition and consider a probabilistic rateless code in which the encoder and
the decoder depend on some shared randomness. This corresponds to an ensemble of codes from
which a code is randomly chosen.
Conventions. We let Enc(m, [1 : n]) denote the first n bits of the codeword that corresponds to
m ∈ {0, 1}∗. Namely, Enc(m, [1 : n]) is the binary string c = (c1, . . . , cn), where ci = Enc(m, i). A
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rateless code defines (n, k) codes for every n and k via
Cn,k , {Enc(m, [1 : n]) | m ∈ {0, 1}k} .
We measure the complexity of encoding (resp. decoding) of a rateless code as the time T (k, n) that
takes to encode (resp., decode) the code Cn,k. The encoder and the decoder are defined for every
information block length k. We often consider a specific k and then abbreviate Dec(y, k) by Dec(y).
Remark 2.2 (Additional features.). In some scenarios it is beneficial to have a rateless code with
the following additional features.
• (Linearity) A rateless code is linear if Enc is a linear function. Namely, for m ∈ GF(2)k, we
have
Enc(m, i) = Ri ·m,
where {Ri}∞i=1, is an infinite sequence of row vectors Ri ∈ GF(2)k. We refer to the infinite
matrix G = {Ri}∞i=1 as the generator matrix of the code.
• (Systematic) An encoding is systematic if, for every m ∈ {0, 1}k, we have Enc(m, [1 : k]) = m.
We define the error function of a rateless code (Enc,Dec) over the binary symmetric channel
BSC(p) as a function of k, n and p ∈ (0, 1/2).
Definition 2.3 (The error function).
err(p, k, n) , max
m∈{0,1}k
Pr
noise
R←BSC(p)
[Dec(Enc(m, [1 : n]) + noise) 6= m].
Equivalently, this is the maximum error probability, over the BSC(p), of the code Cn,k that is
obtained by restricting the rateless code to a prefix of length n.
Definition 2.4 (capacity achieving rateless code for BSC). A rateless code (Enc,Dec) achieves
capacity with respect to the binary symmetric channel if, for every p ∈ (0, 1/2) and every δ ∈
(0, 1 −H(p)), if n(k) , k1−H(p)−δ , then
lim
k→∞
err(p, k, n(k)) = 0. (2)
Naturally, it is desirable to bound (2) by a quickly decaying function of k.
Motivated by the analysis of finite codes, one may be interested also in proving that, for a
fixed k, increasing redundancy over the same channel also increases the probability of successful
decoding, namely
∀ k lim
n→∞ err(p, k, n) = 0.
Such a property implies that the minimum distance increases as a function of n and that the
decoding algorithm benefits from this increase.
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3 An Inefficient Deterministic Rateless Code
In this section we present an (inefficient) deterministic construction of a rateless code that achieves
capacity with respect to binary symmetric channels. In fact, when all other parameters are fixed,
the error function decreases almost exponentially as a function of n. This code will be later used
as the inner code of our final construction. Formally, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a deterministic, rateless, linear, systematic code (Enc,Dec) with the
following properties:
Capacity achieving: For every p ∈ (0, 12) and δ ∈ (0, 1 −H(p)), if n ≥ k/(1 −H(p) − δ), then
the error function satisfies4
err(p, k, n) = e−Ω(n/ logn) .
Complexity: Encoding and decoding of k-bit information words and n-bit codewords can be done
in time O(nk · 22k).
The decoder is simply maximum likelihood decoding. The encoder multiplies the information
word by the generating matrix. Each row of the generating matrix can be computed in time
O(k · 22k). Hence, the generating matrix of Cn,k can be computed in time O(nk · 22k). Both
the encoder and decoder require the generating matrix. Once the generating matrix of Cn,k is
computed, the running times of the encoding and the decoding are as follows:
• The encoding of Enc(m, [n : 1]) of m ∈ {0, 1}k can be computed in time O(n · k).
• Computing Dec(y, k) for y ∈ {0, 1}n can be done in O(n · k · 2k).
In the following sections we describe the construction of the generating matrix of the code and
analyze the error of the maximum likelihood decoder.
3.1 Computing the generating matrix
Our goal is to construct an infinite generating matrix G with k columns. Let Ri ∈ {0, 1}k denote the
ith row of the generating matrix. Let Gn denote the k×n matrix, the rows of which are (Ri)i=1...n.
Let Cn,k denote the code generated by Gn. The generating matrix G begins with the k×k identity
matrix, and hence each code Cn,k is systematic. Subsequent rows Ri (for i > k) of the generating
matrix are constructed one by one. Let Wi,n , {x ∈ {0, 1}k : wt(Gn · x) = i} denote the ith weight
class of Cn,k. The rows are chosen so that the weight distribution (|W1,n|, . . . , |Wn,n|) of Cn,k is close
to that of a random [n, k]-linear code C∗n,k. Note that when a row vector Rn+1 is added, if x ∈ {0, 1}k
is orthogonal to Rn+1, then wt(Gn+1 · x) = wt(Gn · x); otherwise, wt(Gn+1 · x) = wt(Gn · x) + 1.
Thus Rn+1 splits each weight class Wi,n to two parts: the orthogonal vectors which “remain” in
Wi,n+1, and the non-orthogonal vectors which are “elevated” to Wi+1,n+1.
Definition 3.2. A vector R ∈ GF(2)k ε-splits a set S ⊆ GF(2)k if
(
1
2
− ε) · |S| ≤ |{s ∈ S | s · R = 1}| ≤ (1
2
+ ε) · |S|.
4Note that if n = k/(1−H(p)−δ), then the theorem simply states that the error function is e−O(k/ log k). However,
the bound also holds for rates far below the capacity. For example, if k is constant and n tends to infinity, then the
error function is e−Ω(n/ log n).
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A vector R ∈ GF(2)k ε-elevates a set S ⊆ GF(2)k if
|{s ∈ S | s ·R = 1}| ≥ ε · |S|.
Ideally, we would like to find a row Rn+1 that ε-splits every weight class Wi,n. Since we
cannot achieve this, we compromise on splitting only part of the weight classes, as follows. By a
probabilistic argument, there exists a single vector which ε-splits all weight classes that are large
(where a weight classWi,n is large if |Wi,n| ≥ 2n2). However, we cannot find vector that also ǫ-splits
every weight class that is small.
The algorithm for computing the rows Ri of G for i > k is listed as Algorithm 1. The algo-
rithm employs a marking strategy to deal with small weight classes Wi,n. Initially, all the nonzero
information words are unmarked. Once an information word becomes a member of a small weight
class, it is marked, and remains marked forever (even if it later belongs to a weight class Wi′,n′
which is large). The unmarked vectors in Wi,n are denoted by Ŵi,n. By definition, the set Ŵi,n
is either empty or large, and so there exists a vector Rn+1 which ε-splits Ŵi,n. In addition, Rn+1
is required to elevate the set of nonzero codewords of minimum weight. As we will later see, the
distance of the resulting code grows sufficiently fast as a function of n, and its weight distribution
is sufficiently close to the expected weight distribution of a random linear code.
Algorithm 1 Compute-Generating-Matrix - An algorithm for computing rows Rn of the generating
matrix of the rateless code for n > k.
1. Let (R1, . . . , Rk) be the rows of the k × k identity matrix.
2. Initialize the set of marked information words M ← ∅.
3. For n = k to ∞ do
(a) For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let Wi,n be the set of information words that are encoded by a codeword
of weight i.
(b) Let d > 0 be the minimal positive integer for which Wd,n is non-empty.
(c) For every i, if |Wi,n \M | < 2n2, then mark all the information words in Wi,n by setting
M ←M ∪Wi,n. Let Ŵi,n , (Wi,n \M) denote the unmarked vectors in Wi,n.
(d) Let Rn+1 be the lexicographically first vector in GF(2)
k that simultaneously 1
2
√
n
-splits
every unmarked weight class Ŵi,n and 1/8-elevates Wd,n.
We remark that (according to the analysis) the 1/8-elevation ofWd,n can be skipped if Ŵd,n 6= ∅
(namely, the elevation is required only if every vector in Wd,n is marked). It is not hard to verify
that Algorithm 1 can compute the first n rows in time O(nk · 22k). The following lemma states
that Algorithm 1 succeeds in finding a row Rn for every n > k.
Lemma 3.3. The algorithm always finds a suitable vector Rn+1 in Line 3d.
The lemma is proven via a simple probabilistic argument. See Appendix A.1.
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3.2 Weight Distribution
In this section we analyze the weight distribution of the linear code Cn,k. We let wi,n be the size
of Wi,n, the set of information words whose encoding under Cn,k has Hamming weight i. We will
show that wi,n is not far from the expected weight distribution w
∗
i (n, k) ,
(n
i
) · 2k−n of a random
[n, k] linear code.
Observation 3.4. After n iterations, the number of marked information words is less than 2n4.
Proof. For every i, n′ ≤ n the set Wi,n′ contributes less than 2n2 information words to the set M
of marked words. Hence there are most 2n4 marked vectors after the Rn is chosen.
Claim 3.5. For every n and i, we have that wi,n ≤ 2n4 + w∗i (n, k) · Πk,n where
Πk,n ,
n−1∏
j=k+1
(
1 +
1√
j
)
≤ e2(
√
n−
√
k).
Proof. By Observation 3.4, it suffices to bound the unmarked vectors by
|Ŵi,n| ≤ w∗i (n, k) ·Πk,n . (3)
Indeed, |Ŵi,n| and w∗i (n, k) satisfy the following recurrences:
w∗i (n, k) =
1
2
· (w∗i−1,n−1 + w∗i,n−1)
|Ŵi,n| ≤
(
1 +
1√
n− 1
)
· 1
2
·
(
|Ŵi−1,n−1|+ |Ŵi,n−1|
)
.
We can now prove Eq. 3 by induction on n ≥ k. Indeed, wi,k = w∗i,k, and
|Ŵi,n| ≤
(
1 +
1√
n− 1
)
· 1
2
· (w∗i−1,n−1Πk,n−1 + w∗i,n−1Πk,n−1)
=
1
2
(
w∗i−1,n−1 + w
∗
i,n−1
)
Πk,n
= w∗i (n, k)Πk,n.
The claim follows.
We will also need to prove that the distance of Cn,k is sufficiently large.
Claim 3.6. For every n > k, the minimum distance of the code Cn,k is greater than
n−k
55·logn .
Proof. It is easier to view the evolution of the weight distribution of Cn,k as a process of shifting
balls in n bins. A ball represents a nonzero information word, and a bin corresponds to a weight
class. We assume that bin(1) is positioned on the left, and bin(n) is positioned on the right. Moving
(or shifting) a ball one bin to the right means that the augmentation of the generating matrix by
a new row increases the weight of the encoding of the information word by one. Note that, as the
generating matrix is augmented by a new row, a ball either stays in the same bin or is shifted by
one bin to the right.
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Step t of the process corresponds to the weight distribution of Cn′,k for n
′ = t+ k. Let bint(i)
denote the set of balls in bin(i) after step t. By Algorithm 1, the process treats marked balls and
unmarked balls differently.
Let t , (n − k)/2 denote half the redundancy. Let α , 2log2(8/7) < 11. Let ∆ ,
n−k
α log(2n4)
. In
these terms, We prove a slightly stronger minimum distance, namely,
bin2t(i) = ∅, ∀i ≤ ∆. (4)
The proof is divided into two parts. First we consider the unmarked balls, and then we consider
the marked balls. We begin by proving that
bint(i) \M = ∅, ∀i ≤ ∆. (5)
Namely, after t iterations of Algorithm 1, the bins bin(1), . . . , bin(∆) may contain only marked
balls. Note that if bint(i) = ∅ for every i ≤ ∆, then bin2t(i) = ∅ for every i ≤ ∆.
The proof of Equation 5 is based Claim A.2 (proved in Appendix A.2) that states the following:
|bint(i)| ≤
(
2
3
)t
·
(
k + t
i
)
≤
(
2
3
)t
· (k + t)i. (6)
The intuition is as follows. Initially, bin0(i) contains at most
(k
i
)
vectors. After step t+1, bint+1(i)
contains roughly half the balls of bint(i− 1) (i.e., the elevated balls) and roughly half the balls of
bint(i) (i.e. the non-elevated balls). A recursive analysis shows that after t steps we get the above
expression (for simplicity the bound assumes only 1/3-elevation) .
For t = (n− k)/2 and i ≤ ∆, the RHS of Eq. 6 is smaller than 1, and so Eq. 5 follows.
To prove that bin2t(i)∩M = ∅ for every i ≤ ∆, let t(i) , t+i · log8/7(2n4). Note that t(∆) = 2t.
We wish to prove, by induction on i, that the leftmost bin with a marked ball after t(i) iterations
is bin(i+ 1). After log8/7(2n
4) additional iterations, also bin(i + 1) lacks marked balls. In this
manner, after 2t iterations all the marked balls are pushed to the right of bin(∆). Formally, we
claim that
bint(i)(j) ∩M = ∅, ∀j ≤ i. (7)
Equation 7 suffices because t(∆) = 2t, and hence it implies that bin2t(j) = ∅ for every j ≤ ∆, as
required. The proof of Eq. 7 is by induction on i. For i = 0 the claim is trivial (because every
nonzero information word is encoded to a nonzero word). The induction step for i > 0 is as follows.
For every t(i − 1) < t ≤ t(i), if bint(i) contains a marked ball, then, by the induction hypothesis,
it is the leftmost bin that contains a marked ball. Hence, each new row Rt+1 of the generator
matrix 1/8-elevates bint(i). Since bint(i) consists only of marked balls, by Obs. 3.4, it follows that
|bint(i−1)(i)| < 2n4. Hence, after log8/7(2n4) steps, the bin is emptied, namely, bint(i)(i) = ∅, as
required.
We proved that bin2t(i) is empty if i ≤ ∆, and the claim follows.
Overall Claims 3.6 and 3.5 imply that Cn,k is close to an “average” code in the following sense.
Let α , 2log2(8/7)
< 11.
Lemma 3.7. The weight distribution of the constructed code Cn,k satisfies the following bound:
wi,n ≤
{
0 if 0 < i ≤ n−k
α log(2n4)
2n4 +w∗i (n, k) · Πk,n if i > n−kα log(2n4) .
(8)
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3.3 Analysis of the ML Decoding Error
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let Dec be the maximum-likelihood (ML)
decoder which, given a noisy codeword y ∈ {0, 1}n and k, finds a closest codeword yˆ ∈ Cn,k and
outputs the message m ∈ {0, 1}k for which Gn ·m = yˆ.
Lemma 3.8. For every p and δ ∈ (0, 1 −H(p)). If n ≥ k1−H(p)−δ , then the error function of the
maximum likelihood decoder satisfies
err(p, k, n) = e−Ω(n/ logn) .
Proof. Fix p and δ, and consider n and k such that n ≥ k1−H(p)−δ . Let δgv be the root δ ∈ (0, 1/2)
of the equation H(δ) = 1 − kn . Since the code is linear, we may assume without loss of generality
that the all zero codeword was transmitted. Our goal is to upper-bound the event that yˆ, the
codeword computed by the ML-decoder, is non-zero. We divide the analysis into two cases based
on the Hamming weight of yˆ.
Case 1: yˆ is of weight smaller than δgv ·n. For a fixed codeword y of weight i > 0, erroneous
decoding to y corresponds to the event that the BSC(p) flipped at least i/2 bits in the support of
y. (The support of y is the set {j : yj = 1}.) This event happens with probability
Pi ,
∑i
j=⌈i/2⌉
(
i
j
) · pj · (1− p)i−j.
By a union-bound, we can upper-bound the probability of the event that 0 < wt(yˆ) < δgv · n by
δGV ·n−1∑
i=1
wi,n · Pi ≤
δGV ·n−1∑
i=(n−k)/(55 logn)
(2n4 + e2
√
n) · Pi, (9)
where the upper-bound wi,n ≤ (2n4 + e2
√
n) follows from Lemma 3.7 and from the fact that
w∗i (n, k) < 1 if i/n < δgv. Below, we show that
Pi ≤ 2−β·i (10)
where β , −12 · log2(4p(1 − p)) is positive since p ∈ (0, 12). It follows that the error probability (9)
is upper-bounded by
(2n4 + e2
√
n) ·
δGV ·n∑
i=(n−k)/(55 logn)
2−β·i ≤ e−Ω(n/ logn).
It is left to prove Eq. (10). Indeed, by definition, Pi satisfies
Pi ,
∑i
j=⌈i/2⌉
(
i
j
) · pj · (1− p)i−j ≤ pi/2 · (1− p)i/2 ·∑ij=⌈i/2⌉ (ij) ≤ pi/2 · (1− p)i/2 · 2i,
which can be written as (4p(1 − p))i/2. Because p < 1/2, it follows that β > 0, and Pi ≤ 2−β·i, as
required.
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Case 2: yˆ is of weight larger than δgv·n. In this regime, the spectrum of our code is sufficiently
close to that of a random linear code, and so the error of the ML-decoding can be analyzed via
(an extension of) Poltyrev’s bound [Pol94] (see also [SF99]). The extension bounds the probability
of the event that ML-decoding returns a “heavy” word. Note that no assumption is made on the
minimum distance of the code. The proof is based on an analysis in [Bar03].
Theorem 3.9 (extension of Thm. 1 of [Pol94] - proof in Appendix A.3). Let p ∈ (0, 12) be a
constant, δ > 0 be a constant such that kn < 1−H(p)− δ, and τ ∈ [0, 1] be a threshold parameter.
There exists a constant α > 0 for which the following holds. If C is an [n, k] linear code whose
weight distribution {wi(Cn)}i satisfies
wi ≤ 2(δ/3)n · w∗i (n, k) for every i ≥ τn.
Then, the probability over BSC(p) that the all zero word is ML-decoded to a codeword of weight at
least τn is 2−αn.
Since the weight distribution of our code satisfies the Poltyrev’s criteria for codewords of weight
at least δgv · n, we conclude that the decoding error in case (2) is 2−Ω(n).
By combining the two cases, we conclude that the error-probability is at most 2−Ω(n/ logn), as
required.
4 Efficient Rateless Codes
In this section we will prove our main theorems and construct an efficient rateless code (Enc,Dec)
that achieves the capacity of the binary symmetric channel. We define (Enc,Dec) via its restriction
Cn,k to information words of length k and codewords of length n. Following the outline sketched
in Section 1.2.2, we let Cn,k be the concatenation of an [nout, kout] outer code Cout and an [nin, kin]
inner code Cin defined as follows.
Inner Code. The inner code Cin is the inefficient rateless code described in Section 3 restricted
to input length kin and output length nin. Recall that this is an [nin, kin] linear systematic code
over {0, 1} which can be encoded in time O(ninkin · 22kin). Maximum likelihood decoding requires
O(ninkin · 2kin) time and achieves an error of err(p, kin, nin) = e−Ω(nin/ lognin) over BSC(p) as long
as nin ≥ kin · (1 − H(p) − δ)−1 for some δ ∈ (0, 1 − H(p)). Both encoding and decoding can be
implemented in parallel time of O(kin).
Outer Code. The outer code Cout is taken from [GI05, Lemma 1]. It is an [nout, kout] linear
systematic code over an alphabet Σout with nout = kout · (1 + |Σout|−1/2). Hence, the rate of the
outer code tends to one as the alphabet Σout increases. The outer code can be encoded in time
O(nout · |Σout|1/2). Decoding in time O(nout · |Σout|) is successful as long as the fraction of errors
is bounded by εout = Θ(|Σout|−1). Furthermore, the code can be encoded and decoded in parallel
time of O(log(nout · |Σout|)).
Construction 4.1 (The concatenated code Cβn,k). For lengths k and n, and a parameter β let
|Σout| = kin = β, kout = k/ log2 |Σout|, Lin = (nout · log2 |Σout|)/kin, nin = n/Lin.
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• The encoder of the concatenated code Cβn,k maps k-bit information word to n-bit codeword as
follows (see Figure 1).
F k2
1→֒ Σkoutout 2−→ Σnoutout
3→֒ (F kin2 )Lin 4−→ (Fnin2 )Lin .
The four steps of the encoder are: (1) A message m ∈ {0, 1}k is parsed as the message
mout ∈ (Σout)kout . Namely, Σout = {0, 1}log β , and the message m is broken into kout blocks of
length log2 |Σout|. (2) The encoder of the outer code maps mout to a codeword cout ∈ (Σout)nout .
(3) The outer codeword cout is parsed as Lin messages (m
1
in
, . . . ,mLin
in
) each over {0, 1}kin .
(4) The encoder of the inner code maps each message mj
in
to an inner codeword cj
in
∈ {0, 1}nin .
• The decoder of the concatenated code Cβn,k maps n-bit codeword word to k-bit information as
follows (see Figure 2).
(Fnin2 )
Lin 4−→ (F kin2 )Lin
3→֒ Σnoutout 2−→ Σkoutout
1→֒ F k2 .
The four steps of the decoder correspond to the encoding steps in reveresed order: (4) The
decoder of the inner code applies maximum likelihood decoding to each inner noisy codeword
cˆj
in
∈ {0, 1}nin . We denote the ML-decoding of cˆj
in
∈ {0, 1}nin by mˆj
in
. (3) The Lin (inner)
information words (mˆ1
in
, . . . , mˆLin
in
) each over {0, 1}kin are parsed as a noisy codeword cˆout ∈
(Σout)
nout of the outer code. (2) The decoder of the outer code maps the noisy codeword
cˆout ∈ (Σout)nout to a message mˆout ∈ (Σout)kout . (1) The message mˆout is parsed as a message
mˆ ∈ {0, 1}k.
The encoder of the rateless code (when n is not predetermined) outputs the encoding of
m1
in
, . . . ,mLin
in
“row by row”. Namely, after the i’th bit of the encodings is output, the encoder
outputs bit i + 1 of each inner-codeword. Hence, the code Cβn,k is a prefix of the code C
β
n′,k for
n < n′ and so the code defines a rateless code. Also note that the code is systematic and the
complexity of encoding is O(nout · |Σout|1/2+Lin ·nin · kin · 22kin) = O(n · β · 22β) and the complexity
of decoding is O(nout · |Σout| + Lin · nin · kin · 22kin) = O(n · β · 22β). (We assume that the encoder
and the decoder need to compute the generating matrix.) Furthermore, both operations can be
performed in parallel-time of O(kin+log(nout ·|Σout|)) = O(β+log n). The performance over BSC(p)
is analyzed by the following claim.
In the following claim we bound the decoding error of the concatenated code Cn,k over BSC(p).
We consider two settings. In the first setting, the rate of the inner code is (1−H(p)− δ), and we
prove that the probability of erroneous decoding tends to zero almost exponentially in k. In the
second setting, the outer code is fixed (hence k, β, kout, and nout are fixed), and the rate of the inner
code tends to zero. In the second setting we prove that the probability of erroneous decoding tends
exponentially to zero as a function of n. This implies that the decoder benefits from the increase
in the minimum distance of the code as n increases.
Claim 4.2. For every p ∈ (0, 12) and δ > 0, if nin ≥ kin · 11−H(p)−δ , then the decoding error err(p, k, n)
of the concatenated code Cn,k over BSC(p) is 2
−Ω( k
β3
)
. Moreover, if p, k, and the outer code are
fixed, then err(p, k, n) = 2−Ω(n/ logn).
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Proof. Let cˆin = (cˆ
1
in
, . . . , cˆLin
in
) denote the noisy prefix of length n = nin · Lin of the encoding of
the message m. Let eˆ denote the fraction of the inner-code information words that are incorrectly
decoded by the ML-decoder. The decoder of the outer-code is successful as long as eˆ < εout. (Note
that each decoded inner information word is parsed into kin/ log2 |Σout| symbols of the outer code.
Hence, the fraction of erroneous symbols is bounded by eˆ.) When k tends to infinity, we bound
the probability of the event that eˆ ≥ εout using an additive Chernoff bound. Let εin denote the
probability of erroneous decoding of a noisy inner codeword cˆj
in
. As the ML-decoding errors are Lin
independent random events, we conclude that Pr[eˆ ≥ εout] ≤ 2−2Lin(εout−εin)2 .
By Lemma 3.8, εin = e
−Ω(nin/ lognin) = e−Ω(β/ logβ). Under our choice of parameters εout − εin =
Ω(1/β) and Lin = (nout · log β)/β > (kout · log β)/β = k/β, and so the the bound on the error
probability simplifies to 2−Ω(k/β3).
In the second setting, when the outer code is fixed, we bound the probability of the event that
eˆ ≥ εout by a union bound over all εout-fractions of Lin. Namely, Pr(eˆ ≥ εout) ≤
(
Lin
εout·Lin
) · εinεout·Lin
which is bounded by 2H(εout)·Lin · εεout·Lin
in
. By Lemma 3.8, εin = e
−Ω(nin/ lognin). Because εout and Lin
are fixed, the probability of the event is bounded by e−Ω(n/ logn), as required.
Letting β be an (arbitrary slowly) growing function of k we derive the following corollary, which
in turn, directly implies Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 4.3 (Thm. 1.1 refined). Let β = ω(1), the rateless code defined by Cβn,k is a linear
systematic rateless code that can be encoded and decoded in time O(n · β · 22β)) and parallel time of
O(log n+ β). Furthermore, for fixed δ > 0 and crossover probability p for which n ≥ k · 11−H(p)−δ ,
the decoding error is 2
−Ω( k
β3
)
.
Proof. Since β = ω(1) the rate of the outer code is 1 − o(1) and so for n, p and δ which satisfy
n
k ≥ 11−H(p)−δ , we have that
nin
kin
≥ n
k(1 + 1√
β
)
=
1
1−H(p)− δ′
for δ′ = δ − o(1). We can therefore apply Claim 4.2 and derive the corollary.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar, except that now, when we are given the gap to capacity δ
ahead of time, we can set β to be a sufficiently large constant.
Corollary 4.4 (Thm. 1.2 restated). Let δ > 0 be a constant. Then there exists a constant β for
which the rateless code defined by Cβn,k is a linear systematic rateless code that can be encoded and
decoded in time O(n) and parallel time of O(log n). Furthermore, for crossover probability p for
which n ≥ k · 11−H(p)−δ , the decoding error is 2−Ω(k).
Proof. Choose β for which the rate of the outer code Rout = kout/nout = 1/(1 + δ/2). As a result,
an n-bit prefix of the concatenated code of rate R = k/n ≥ 1 − H(p) − δ implies that the rate
of the inner code kin/nin is at most 1 − H(p) − δ/2, and so by Claim 4.2, the decoding error
err(p, k, n) ≤ 2−Ω(k/β3) = 2−Ω(k). By construction, encoding and decoding can be performed in
linear-time and logarithmic parallel-time.
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Figure 1: Encoder: concatenation of the outer code and the inner code
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Figure 2: Decoder of the concatenated code uses ML-decoding for the inner code and the decoder
of the outer code
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A Omitted Proofs
A.1 Proof of Lemma 3.3
We begin with the following claim.
Claim A.1. For every set W ⊆ {0, 1}k \ {0k} of size at least 2n2, there are more than 2k · (1− 12n)
vectors that 1
2·√n -split W .
Proof. Let W = {x1, . . . , xm}, where m ≥ 2n2. Let R denote a random vector chosen uniformly in
{0, 1}k . This uniform distribution induces m random variables defined by
Zi ,
{
1 if R · xi = 1,
0 if R · xi = 0.
The expectation of each random variable Zi is 1/2, and the variance of each Zi is 1/4. (However,
they are not independent.) Since the elements of W are distinct, the random variables {Zi}i are
pairwise independent. By Chebyshev’s Inequality,
Pr
(∣∣∣∣∣ 1m ·
m∑
i=1
Zi − 1
2
∣∣∣∣∣ > 12 · √n
)
<
1
2n
. (11)
To complete the proof, note that R is an 1
2·√n -splitter for W if and only if
∣∣ 1
m ·
∑m
i=1 Zi − 12
∣∣ ≤
1
2·√n .
Proof of Lemma 3.3. If |Wi,n \M | < 2n2, then all the information words in Wi,n are marked, and
Ŵi,n is empty. Therefore, Ŵi,n is either empty or of size at least 2n
2. It follows, by a union bound,
that more than half of the k-bit vectors simultaneously 1
2·√n -split each set Ŵi,n, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Therefore, to prove the lemma it suffices to show that at least half of the R’s (1/8)-elevates the set
Wd,n.
Note that any 3/8-splitter of Wd,n is also a 1/8-elevator of this set. In case |Wd,n| ≤ 8, pick a
vector x ∈ Wd,n. Half the vectors are not orthogonal to x, and hence at least half the vectors are
1/8-elevators of Wd,n. If |Wd,n| > 9, we can apply the argument of the above Claim A.1 and get
that at least half of the R’s 1/8-elevate Wd,n. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
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A.2 Bound on number of unmarked vectors
Claim A.2.
|Ŵi,k+t| ≤
(
2
3
)t(k + t
i
)
.
Proof. The proof is by induction on t. The induction basis for t = 0 holds because |Wi,k| =
(
k
i
)
.
We now prove the induction step for t+ 1. The choice of Rk+t+1 splits each Ŵi,k+t so that
|Ŵi,k+t+1| ≤ 2
3
·
(
|Ŵi−1,k+t|+ |Ŵi,k+t|
)
.
The induction hypothesis for t implies that
|Ŵi,k+t+1| ≤
(
2
3
)t+1
·
((
k + t
i− 1
)
+
(
k + t
i
))
=
(
2
3
)t+1
·
(
k + t+ 1
i
)
,
and the claim follows.
A.3 Proof of Extension of Poltyrev’s Theorem
Before we prove Theorem 3.9, we collect some useful facts. The extension of the binomial coefficients
to reals is defined by (
n
k
)
=
Γ(n+ 1)
Γ(k + 1)Γ(n− k + 1) , (12)
where Γ(x) is the Gamma function that extends the factorial function to the real numbers. In
particular, Γ(x) is monotone increasing for x ≥ 1 and Γ(x+ 1) = x · Γ(x).
Lemma A.3. Let 0 < a ≤ b. Define the function f : [0, b]→ R by
f(x) ,
(
a
x
)(
b
x
)
.
If a2 ≥ a+ b, then ∣∣∣∣arg max f(x)− ab− 1a+ b+ 2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1, (13)
max{f(x)} ≤ f
(
ab
a+ b
)
· (ab)
4
(a+ b)4
. (14)
The following proof is based on [Bar03].
Proof. Let t , ab−1a+b+2 . We first prove the following “discrete” monotonicity property:
1. If i ≤ t, then f(i) ≤ f(i+ 1)
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2. If i ≥ t, then f(i) ≥ f(i+ 1)
The proof of this monotonicity property is by evaluating the quotient
Q ,
f(i)
f(i+ 1)
=
(a
i
)(b
i
)( a
i+1
)( b
i+1
) .
It is easy to check that Q ≤ 1 if i ≤ t, and Q ≥ 1 if i ≥ t.
Let x∗ , arg max f(x). The monotonicity property implies that t ≤ x∗ ≤ t + 1. Let y ,
ab/(a+ b), which proves the first part of the lemma.
Note that y is also between t and t+ 1. This implies that |x∗ − y| ≤ 1. Note also that y ≥ 1,
(a − y) = a2/(a + b) ≥ 1, and (b − y) = b2/(a + b) ≥ 1. Hence by the properties of the Gamma
function we obtain:
f(x∗)
f(y)
=
Γ2(y + 1) · Γ(a+ 1− y) · Γ(b+ 1− y)
Γ2(x∗ + 1) · Γ(a+ 1− x∗) · Γ(b+ 1− x∗)
≤ Γ
2(y + 1) · Γ(a+ 1− y) · Γ(b+ 1− y)
Γ2(y) · Γ(a− y) · Γ(b− y)
= y2 · (a− y) · (b− y)
=
(
ab
a+ b
)2
· a
2
a+ b
· b
2
a+ b
=
(ab)4
(a+ b)4
.
Definition A.4. Let δgv(n, k) be the root x ∈ (0, 1/2) of the equation H(x) = 1− kn .
Definition A.5. Let w∗i (n, k) ,
(n
i
) · 2k−n denote the expected weight distribution of a random
linear [n, k] code.
Theorem A.6 (refinement of Thm. 1 of [Pol94]). Let p ∈ (0, 12) be a constant, δ > 0 be a constant
such that kn < 1−H(p)− δ, and τ ∈ [0, 1] be a threshold parameter. There exists a constant α > 0
for which the following holds. If C is an [n, k] linear code whose weight distribution {wi(Cn)}i
satisfies
wi ≤ 2(δ/3)n · w∗i (n, k) for every i ≥ τn.
Then, the probability over BSC(p) that the all zero word is ML-decoded to a codeword of weight at
least τn is 2−αn.
Proof. Let y be the received word when the all zero word is transmitted (i.e, {yi}i are independent
Bernoulli variables with probability p). Let yˆ denote the codeword computed by the ML-decoder
with respect to the input y. Our goal is to upper-bound the event that yˆ has weight at least ℓ , τn.
Let ǫ > 0 denote a sufficiently small constant that depends only on p and δ; in particular ǫ
satisfies:
ǫ ≤ min{1
2
− p, p}. (15)
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We divide the analysis into two cases based on the Hamming weight of y:
Pr
y
R←BSC(p)
(wt(yˆ) ≥ ℓ) ≤ Pr
y
R←BSC(p)
[|wt(y)− np| > ǫn]
+ Pr
y
R←BSC(p)
[wt(yˆ) ≥ ℓ & |wt(y)− np| ≤ ǫn]
Case 1: The weight of y is far from np, i.e |wt(y) − np| > ǫn. By additive Chernoff -
Heoffding inequality we know that,
Pr[|wt(y)− np| > ǫn] ≤ 2 · e−2ǫ2·n = 2−Ω(n).
Case 2: The weight of y is close to np, i.e |wt(y)− np| ≤ ǫn. Let r , wt(y). Note that,
pn− ǫn ≤ r ≤ pn+ ǫn. (16)
Let Pℓ,r denote the following probability
Pℓ,r , Pr
y
R←BSC(p)
[wt(yˆ) ≥ ℓ & wt(y) = r].
Because all y’s of weight r are equiprobable, we have
Pr
y
R←BSC(p)
[wt(yˆ) ≥ ℓ | wt(y) = r] = |{y : wt(y) = r,wt(yˆ) ≥ ℓ}||{y : wt(y) = r}| .
Hence,
Pℓ,r = Pr
y
R←BSC(p)
[wt(y) = r] · |{y : wt(y) = r,wt(yˆ) ≥ ℓ}||{y : wt(y) = r}| .
≤
n∑
i=ℓ
∑
c∈C:wt(c)=i
|{y : wt(y) = r, yˆ = c}|
|{y : wt(y) = r}| . (17)
Let
αc,r , |{y : yˆ = c & wt(y) = r}|.
Fix a codeword c ∈ C of weight i. A word y of weight r is ML-decoded to c only if dist(y, c) ≤ r.
Without loss of generality c = 1i ◦ 0n−i (i.e., c consists of i ones followed n − i zeros). Note that
wt(y) = dist(y, 0n). Let y′ and y” denote the prefix of length i of y and the suffix of length n− i of
y, respectively. Because dist(y, c) ≤ r, it follows that 0 ≤ r− dist(y, c) = dist(y, 0n)− dist(y, c). But
dist(y, 0n)− dist(y, c) = dist(y′, 0i) + dist(y”, 0n−i)− dist(y′, 1i) + dist(y”, 0n−i)
= dist(y′, 0i)− dist(y′, 1i).
Namely, in the prefix y′, the majority of the bits are ones. We conclude that at least i/2 of the
coordinates of the support y have to be chosen from the coordinates of the support of c. Hence,
αc,r =
r∑
w=i/2
(
i
w
)(
n− i
r − w
)
. (18)
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Because,
( i
w
) ≤ ( ii/2), we can upper-bound (18) by,
αc,r ≤
(
i
i/2
) r−i/2∑
w=0
(
n− i
w
)
.
Because ǫ ≤ 12 − p the maximal summand is
(
n−i
r−i/2
)
, and we get an upper-bound of
αc,r ≤ n
(
i
i/2
)(
n− i
r − i/2
)
. (19)
Substituting Eq. (19) in Eq. (17), we get,
Pℓ,r ≤
n∑
i=ℓ
wi,n
n
( i
i/2
)( n−i
r−i/2
)(
n
r
) .
The weight distribution wi,n satisfies wi,n = 2
(δ/3)n · w∗i (n, k), therefore,
Pℓ,r ≤ n
(
n
r
)−1 n∑
i=ℓ
2(δ/3)n · w∗i (n, k)
(
i
i/2
)(
n− i
r − i/2
)
.
Recall that the average weight distribution w∗i (n, k) satisfies
w∗i (n, k) = 2
k−n
(
n
i
)
therefore,
Pℓ,r ≤ n
(
n
r
)−1 n∑
i=ℓ
2k−n+(δ/3)n
(
n
i
)(
i
i/2
)(
n− i
r − i/2
)
. (20)
Now, we show that, (
n
i
)(
i
i/2
)(
n− i
r − i/2
)
=
(
n
r
)(
r
i/2
)(
n− r
i/2
)
. (21)
The combinatorial proof proceeds by counting the number of possibilities of dividing students
to two classes and choosing committee members in two ways. Consider n students that we wish to
partition to two classes one of size i and the other of size n− i. We want to choose a committee of
r students that consists of i/2 students from the first class, and r − i/2 students from the second
class. The left hand side in Eq. 21 counts the number of possible partitions into two classes and
choices of committee members as follows. First partition the students by choosing the members of
the first class, then choose the committee members from each class. The right hand side in Eq. 21
counts the same number of possibilities by first choosing the committee members (before dividing
the students into classes). Only then we partition the committee members to two classes. Finally,
the non-committee members of the first class are chosen.
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Plugging in (21) and (20), we get,
Pℓ,r ≤ n
n∑
i=ℓ
2k−n+(δ/3)n
(
r
i/2
)(
n− r
i/2
)
By Lemma A.3,(
r
i/2
)(
n− r
i/2
)
≤
(
r
r(n− r)/n
)(
n− r
r(n− r)/n
)
·
(
r(n− r)
n
)4
≤
(
r
r(n− r)/n
)(
n− r
r(n− r)/n
)
· n4.
It follows that
Pℓ,r ≤ n6 · 2k−n+(δ/3)n ·
(
r
r(n− r)/n
)(
n− r
r(n− r)/n
)
. (22)
Let pˆ , rn . By Eq. 16 it follows that
Pℓ,r ≤ n6 · 2k−n+(δ/3)n ·
(
pˆn
pˆ(1− pˆ)n
)(
(1− pˆ)n
pˆ(1− pˆ)n
)
. (23)
Because (
n
k
)
≤ 2nH( kn ),
it follows that
Pℓ,r ≤ n6 · 2k−n+(δ/3)n · 2pˆnH(1−pˆ) · 2(1−pˆ)nH(pˆ)
Because H(pˆ) = H(1− pˆ), we get,
Pℓ,r ≤ n6 · 2k−n+(δ/3)n+nH(pˆ)
Our goal now is to prove that the exponent k − n+ (δ/3)n + nH(pˆ) is at most −δ · n/3. Indeed,
k − n+ (δ/3)n + nH(pˆ) = −n · (−k
n
+ 1− δ
3
−H(pˆ))
≤ −n · (H(p)−H(pˆ) + 2
3
· δ).
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that |H(pˆ)−H(p)| < δ/3. Indeed, |p− pˆ| ≤ ǫ, and hence
by continuity, this holds if ǫ is sufficiently small (as a function of p and δ).
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